AL FOXX PRESENTS...

Working Alongside People With Disabilities
A 45 to 90 minute presentation that disables the myths
surrounding disabilities.
Employers: If you employ people with disabilities, here is
the perfect talk to help everyone in your organization fulfill
the spirit of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

ave you ever felt a bit uncomfortable working with or approaching people with
disabilities? If you have ever wondered how to interact with someone who has
disabilities, you’ll appreciate Al Foxx’s candid insights and practical down to earth
suggestions. These suggestions can help fellow employees understand and appreciate the
special gifts, skills, talents and abilities of those with disabilities.

H

Al knows first hand what people with disabilities would like everyone to know. You’ll see how
thinking of someone as a person with disabilities effects your attitude toward them one way
while thinking of them as a disabled person effects your attitude in a different way.
Some of this world’s greatest artists, scientists, inventors, mathematicians and actors have
had disabilities. People like: Steven Hawking, Leonardo Da Vinci, Thomas Edison, Henry
Ford, Tom Cruise, Christopher Reeves, the list goes on.
You’ll Gain Immediately-Practical Tips On How To…


Interact with anyone who has a disability—from dyslexia to speech impairment to
wheelchair users



Learn what to say and not say, learn what questions to ask and not ask to help your
interactions with people who have disabilities be mutually comfortable.



Listen and converse with those with speech impairments



Communicate confidently with wheelchair users

Bio of Al Foxx
President of Winners Don’t Quit Association, Al Foxx travels the country inspiring people with
his message of hope and humor. Survivor of a paralyzing motorcycle crash, Al weaves his
rehab journey into an inspiring, humorous story. Winner of a Seattle Comedy Club Laff-Off,
he has spoken to Fortune 500 companies, associations, schools, and government agencies.
His aim is to help people achieve their possibilities.
Winners Don’t Quit Association
P.O. Box 2347
Woodinville, WA 98072
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